
b)  ____________ account? 

1. _____ enough evidence: 

2. _____ enough global explanatory power (ALL the obs): 
    Biblical Obs: 

    Science Obs: 

Creation	Timing	Matters	
Lecturer:	Geoff	Westlake																																													Text:	Genesis	1:31.	3:17.	Revelation	21:1	

[Why such a Beastie topic: _______ vs ________  
[Dan’s Dilemma   

What reasonable question did he ask? “_________ is _________?”  
What was he told?   “Nice boys _______ _____ .” 
How common is this timing question? ____% of Australians 
What is a better reply: 
  

“Only ___________  ____________ interprets 
 ____  observations  ______________.”  

- What’s the difference between observations & interpretations? 

               - What’s the importance of historical accounts? 

- Do we have the Creator’s Account: How do we know? 

- What’s the most reliable authority?  
a) __________/_________ account? 

1. _____ enough evidence: 

 

2. _____ enough global explanatory power (ALL the obs.) —>    

Creator’s Account
ALL Consistently

NOT

NOT

Not observed “something from nothing” - only from something 
Not observed “life come from non-life” - only from life  
Not observed “development upwards” - only entropy  [Genetic entropy!  
Not observed “adaption into new kinds” - only within kinds 

They add critical information we have no other way of knowing 
So often provide the most consistent interpretation (hypothesis.)

Observed facts. No conflict.  
Interpretations of the facts.  Hypotheses do conflict. 

Science = Which Authority? Bible

See OnePager - Created,  
                           - Bible reliable revelation (M.A.P.S.) 

Evolution   Naturalist 

Which True
don’t ask

54

Jesus / Creator’s

History - Bible, M.A.P.S.  
Prophecies indicate divine hand   
Eyewitness accounts indicate Divine Incarnation & Resurrection. 
Experiences indicate Holy Spirit and other supernatural phenomena. 

Gen 1 
Mt19:4-6 (Mk10:6) - since the beginning of creation… (6 days plausible) 
Rom6:23 - sin > death 
1Pet2:24 (Isa53) 
1Co15:22

Relativity - something from Something… Special Creation (6 days) 
Biology - Life from life. 
Entropy - decay (unless energy and order added) [Genetic Entropy 
Adaptation - within kinds 
Geology - layers of dead things all over the earth…. (global flood plausible)

- creation.com       /age-of-the-earth      101 Evidences 
 Only Creator’s Account interprets ALL observations consistently. 

Q: How might you interpret ALL observations consistently?

HAS

HAS

geoffwestlake.com/OnePager

http://creation.com
http://geoffwestlake.com/OnePager

